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Bare Tethers for Electrodynamic Spacecraft Propulsion
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Electrodynamic tether thrusters can use the power provided by solar panels to drive a current in the tether
and then the Lorentz force to push against the Earth’s magnetic � eld, thereby achieving propulsion without the
expenditure of onboard energy sources or propellant. Practical tether propulsion depends critically on being able to
extract multiamp electron currents from the ionosphere with relatively short tethers (10 km or less) and reasonably
low power. We describe a new anodic design that uses an uninsulated portion of the metallic tether itself to collect
electrons. Because of the ef� cient collection of this type of anode, electrodynamic thrusters for reboost of the
International Space Station and for an upper stage capable of orbit raising, lowering, and inclination changes
appear to be feasible. Speci� cally, a 10-km-long bare tether, utilizing 10 kW of the space station power could save
most of the propellant required for the station reboost over its 10-year lifetime. The propulsive small expendable
deployer system experiment is planned to test the bare-tether design in space in the year 2000 by deploying a 5-km
bare aluminum tether from a Delta II upper stage to achieve up to 0.5-N drag thrust, thus deorbiting the stage.

Nomenclature
B = Earth’s magnetic � eld vector
cE = cost of electricity per unit of power
cH = cost of hardware per unit mass
cp = cost of propellant per unit mass
e = electron charge
F = propulsive force
Fsc = Space-charge collection function
g = acceleration of Earth’s gravity
I = current collected from plasma
IOML = current collected by cylindrical anode in

orbital-motion-limited limit
IPM = limit on current collected by spherical anode according

to Parker–Murphy formula
Isc = current collected by spherical anode according to

space-charge formula
Isp = speci� c impulse
Jth = thermal current density
k = Boltzmann constant
L B = electron-collecting length
L c = cylinder length
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le = electron gyroradius
MH = mass of hardware
Mp = mass of propellant
me = electron mass
Ne = local electron density
N 1 = unperturbed plasma density
P = electrical power
Rc = cylinder radius
Rs = sphere radius
Te = electron temperature
Ti = ion temperature
Va = anode bias voltage with respect to plasma
v = orbital velocity of tethered system
g = thruster ef� ciency
g T = thruster ef� ciency for tethered system
k D = Debye length

Introduction

I N this section we shall brie� y present the basic principles by
which an electrodynamic tether propulsion system works and

then examine the problem that inadequate electron collection poses
for practical thrusters based on standard electrodynamic tethers.
The following sections will then deal with our proposed solution:
the bare-tether system, in which a portion of the conductive tether is
exposed to the ionosphere to act as an ef� cient anode. Application
of a bare tether to the International Space Station (ISS) reboost
problem will be considered in some detail with direct comparisons
made to other electrical propulsion systems.

An electrodynamic tether can work as a thruster because a mag-
netic � eld exerts a force on a current-carrying wire. This force is
perpendicular to the wire and to the � eld vector. If the current � ows
downward through a tether connected to an eastward-moving space-
craft, the force exerted by the geomagnetic � eld on the system has a
component that acceleratesthe satellite along the direction in which
it is already moving.

An orbiting system, by virtue of its motion through the Earth’s
magnetic � eld at velocity v, experiences an electric � eld (v £ B)
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perpendicular to its direction of motion and to the geomagnetic
� eld vector B. For an eastward-moving system, such as most Earth-
orbiting spacecraft, the � eld is such that the electrical potential
decreaseswith increasing altitude (at a rate of around 80–150 V/km
for a 400-km circular orbit). To drive a current down the tether, it is
necessary to overcome this induced electromotive force. Thus, this
propulsion system requires a power supply and may be considered a
propellantless electrical thruster. Electrical power from solar panels
could be utilized for this thruster with night operation on battery
power as an option.

A hollow cathode plasma contactor (or other active device) would
be used on the spacecraft to eject electrons; thus, the tether must
be deployed vertically downward for a boost application. Because
of the power supply, which is placed in series between the plasma
contactor and the upper end of the tether, the upper end is at a higher
electricalpotential than the plasma for some distance below it. This
distance may be greater than the tether length if the applied voltage
exceeds the motional emf. If the ionospheric electrons below the
spacecraft can make contact with the tether they will travel up it to
the higher potential at the upper end of the tether, giving a current
� ow in the correct direction for boost.

The way in which the charge exchange between tether and plasma
takes place depends on the speci� cs of the system, and this aspect
(speci� cally the electron collection, which is the dif� cult part) is the
focus in designing a system capable of producing suf� cient thrust
with a reasonably short tether. The product of tether length and
average-along-tether current determines the thrust for given orbital/
magnetic conditions. Generally, a shorter tether will have a smaller
impact on the spacecraft accelerationenvironment, and so a combi-
nation of high current with short tether length is the goal. For ISS
reboost, thrust forces of order 1 N are required from a tether no
longer than 10 km, the induced emf being about 1 kV. This set of
requirements implies tether currents of order 10 A. Consequently,
the critical issue is how to draw ionospheric electrons at that rate.

The standard tether carries insulation along its entire length, ex-
changing current with the ionosphere only at the ends. The TSS-1R
tether used a large metallic sphere of radius Rs =0.8 m to collect
electrons passively. There is no established description of the
current-voltage (I ¡ Va ) characteristics of such an anode. The
Parker–Murphy (PM) current law1

IPM = Jth £ 4 p R2
s £

¡
1
2

+ (le / Rs)
p

2eVa / kTe

¢
(1)

takes into account magnetic effects (disregarding the way current
disturbances die off far from the sphere) but ignores space-charge
and tether velocity effects. In Eq. (1), le is the electron gyroradius
at the thermal speed

p
(kTe / me)(le » 25–30 mm in the F-layer of

the ionosphere) and Jth =eN 1
p

(kTe / 2 p me). TSS-1R results have
suggested a modi� ed law, I ¼ a IPM with a » 2–3 (Refs. 2–5). In
any case, for a collected current proportional to IPM , the small fac-
tor le / Rs would have kept the TSS-1R current far below 10 A even
if the entire motional emf (3–4 kV ) could have been used to charge
the satellite, that is, had there been no other impedances in the
circuit. Under the best F-layer conditions (Ne » 1012 m ¡ 3 , kTe »
0.15 eV, and Jth » 0.01 A/m2), the modi� ed law gives a 10-A cur-
rent to the TSS-1R sphere only if it is biased above 100 kV (thus
requiring, for thruster applications, over 1-MW power for just the
anodic impedance). It is clear from Eq. (1) that attempts to increase
current by increasing Rs will only lead to collection of the thermal
current, as the second term becomes insigni� cant.

Actually, for ef� cient thrust, the anodic bias Va should be a small
fraction of the induced emf ( » 1 kV). For example, with Va < 200 V
and the best ionospheric conditions, a sphere drawing a 10-A current
under the modi� ed PM law would need a surface area two orders
of magnitude larger than the TSS-1R sphere. Furthermore, because
IPM / N 1 , a strong drop in current would follow the strong drop in
electron density encountered during the portion of the orbit that is
in the Earth’s shadow.

A second current law takes into account space-charge effects but
ignores magnetic and tether velocity effects:

Isc = Jth £ 4p R2
s £ Fsc

£
( k D / Rs )

4
3 (eVa / kTe)

¤
(2)

where Fsc is a monotonically increasing function of its argurment
given approximately by Lam6 and Alpertet al.7 It has been suggested
that Eq. (2) � ts the TSS-1R results better than the modi� ed PM law.8

Again, with k D ranging from 2.5–3 to 7.5–9 mm for the conditions
of interest, the small factor k D / Rs precludes reaching high current
unless Va is very high or Rs is very large.

Active anodes (plasma contactors) have been developed in an
attempt to solve both space-charge and magnetic guiding effects, by
creatinga self-regulatedplasmacloud to provide quasi neutralityand
by emitting ions to counterstream attracted electrons and produce
� uctuations that scatter those electrons off magnetic � eld lines. The
only tether experiment to use an active anode so far has been the
plasma motor–generator9 (PMG), which reached I =0.3 A in � ight
under the best ionospheric conditions and with Va under 100 V.
Unfortunately, the required active anode has to achieve a current 30
times larger for a bias around twice as large. There is no clear way to
attainthis scalinggoal, therebeing no broad theory of contactors and
no way to fully simulate � ight conditions within the laboratory.10,11

A further discouraging fact with PMG was that the collected current
decreased sharply with the ambient electron density Ne , as in the
case of a passive spherical anode.

There is, however, another tether design option: the bare
tether.12,13 A bare-tether design makes short-tether electrodynamic
reboost with moderate power requirements practical. The tether it-
self, left uninsulated over the lower portion, will function as its own
very ef� cient anode. The tether is biased positively with respect
to the plasma along some or all of its length. The positively bi-
ased, uninsulated part of the tether then collects electrons from the
plasma.

Attractive Features of the Bare Tether
The following features argue in favor of the bare-tether concept.

First, the small cross-sectional dimension of the tether makes it a
much more effective collector of electrons (per unit area) from the
space plasma than a large sphere (such as the TSS-1R satellite) at
equal bias. This is because the small cross dimension of the tether
allows its current collection to take place in the orbital-motion-
limited (OML) regime, which gives the highest possible current
density.11 Second, the large current-collection area is distributed
along the tether itself, eliminating the need for a large, massive,
and/or high-drag sphere or a resource-using plasma contactor at the
lower end of the tether. This mass distribution substantially reduces
the center of gravity shift in both cases and reduces the cost and
complexity in the case of the active contactor. Finally, the system is
self-adjusting to changes in electron density. The self-adjustment is
accomplished by a natural expansion of the portion of the tether that
is biased positively relative to the ionosphere whenever the density
drops13 (Fig. 1).

The � rst two features combine to provide an ability to collect
large currents with modest input power levels. A candidate system
that can produce average thrusts of 0.5–0.8 N for input power of
5–10 kW is shown in the following section.

Fig. 1 Variation of thrust with electron density for a 50%-insulated,
10-km, 10-kW bare-tether system at motional emf of 1200 V.
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A tether is just a long, thin cylinder. Charged-particle collection
by a bare tether is governed by the stronger gradients associatedwith
the smaller dimensions and is, thus, a two-dimensional process, the
length being irrelevant to the density of current collected, that is,
the bare tether will collect current as a cylindrical Langmuir probe.
If thin enough, a cylindrical probe collects current in the optimal
OML regime: for eVa À kTe , the well-known OML current law11 is

IOML = Jth £ 2 p Rc L c £
p

4eVa / p kTe (3)

A comparison of Eq. (3) to Eqs. (1) and (2) shows clearly how
magnetic and space-charge effects are absent from the OML law
(which has been established in the laboratory for both quiescent14

and � owing15,16 plasmas, for some domain in the space of the di-
mensionless ratios Rc / k D , eVa / kTe , and Te / Ti ). For a numerical
comparison, note that, to collect 10 A, a cylinder of 2 mm radius
and 2.5 km length, in a plasma with N 1 =1012 m ¡ 3, kTe =0.15 eV,
requires a bias voltage of only 100 V.

Concerning space-charge effects and the validity of Eq. (3) in the
tether case, a recent analysis17 has shown that, for Te / Ti » 1 as in the
ionosphere, and for the high eVa / kTe values of interest, the OML
law holds if Rc / k D is less than about 1. This is actually conservative
because I remains close to IOML for some Rc / k D range beyond that
bound. Because k D has a minimum of 2.5–3 mm, at the maximum
N 1 , this places a loose upper bound on Rc (<3 mm) for tether
applications. Moreover, electrons trapped in bounded orbits around
the tether have been shown to produce a negligible space charge.17

Concerning magnetic effects, it has also been shown17 that for
such effects to be absent both Rc / le and k D / le should be small. Be-
cause le is about 25–30 mm, this is again satis� ed in the F-layer
(maximum k D » 7.5–9 mm). Experiments onboard rockets and
elliptical-orbitsatellitesdid show, in fact, that magnetic effects set in
when k D / le becomes about unity, at low and very high altitudes.18,19

An important property for bare tethers is that the OML current
is identical for all cylinders with convex cross sections of equal
perimeter. In general, one just needs to replace 2 p Rc in Eq. (3) by
the perimeter of the cross section.20 It was recently shown that, for a
thin tape, space-charge effects are absent for full tape width <4 k D .
Thus, tape widths as large as 12 mm could be used.17 It might be
convenient to use a tape as tether for another reason: the area of the
tether cross section is determined by requiring that ohmic effects be
moderately weak (light and ef� cient thruster) and, for equal area,
a tape would have a larger perimeter than a wire, and would thus
result in a shorter tether length.

The OML law is quite robust, and it applies even if the potential
around the probe has no rotational symmetry, as is the case for a
tape. The law is valid whatever the unperturbed electron distribu-
tion function (if isotropic, the tether velocity does not break this
isotropy): Note that IOML in Eq. (3) is independent of Te . The law
is also valid for any ion distribution function. The domain of valid-
ity of the law does depend, naturally, on the parametric conditions.
Concerning tether velocity effects, preliminary calculations suggest
that if other conditions (tether radius and bias, plasma density, etc.)
are such that the OML law would hold in the absence of tether ve-
locity, the law does approximately hold when the tether velocity is
considered.

For an orbiting, current-carrying tether, the bias will actuallyvary
along the tether because of both the motional electric � eld and the
ohmic voltage drop. The electron current to the tether will, thus,
vary with height. Along the uninsulated part of the tether, the tether
current will decrease with decreasing altitude, until the point is
reached at which the tether is at zero bias with respect to the plasma
(or the end of the tether is reached). If we assume that there is a point
of zero bias on the tether, then below that point an ion current (much
smaller because of the high ratio of ion mass to electron mass) that
decreasessomewhat the average tether current will be collected, due
to the negative bias.

Because the current collected by an electron-collecting length
L B grows roughly as (L B )3/ 2, the tether can automatically accom-
modate drops in density by increasing the length of the collecting
segment, shifting the zero bias-point downward.13 This is illustrated
for a speci� c case in Fig. 1, which shows the thrust variation as a

function of plasma density for a half-insulated, 10-km-long tether at
a constant end-to-end motional emf of 1200 V and a current-driving
input power of 10 kW. Thrust drops only 10% as the density drops
by a factor of 10. The reason is clear: the collecting length has in-
creased from 1 to 4 km. The ability to maintain thrust levels with
low electron densities makes nighttime boost possible.

On the whole, the simplicity of the design, in addition to the
ability to collect high currents and to accommodate density � uc-
tuations by varying the collecting area, make the bare-tether con-
cept particularly attractive. Bare tethers are mostly free of the gross
performance uncertainties that cloud the use of active, or sphere-
like passive, contactors. Ground simulation of electron collection in
orbital conditions (except for orbital velocity) is possible because
there is no need to reproduce the cylinder length-to-radius in the
laboratory. A series of plasma chamber tests were conducted at the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in the spring of 1997 with
promising results (private communication from K. H. Wright Jr.).
The two-dimensional geometry also makes a large-scaleprogram of
particle-in-cell simulations feasible, and we anticipate using such
simulations to study various tether geometries in our search for in-
creased performance with lower mass.

Propulsion Applications of the Bare-Tether Design
Reboost of the ISS

A concept design for an electrodynamic tether thruster capable of
delivering 0.5–0.8 N of thrust to the ISS at a cost of 5–10 kW of elec-
trical power consists of a 10-km-long aluminum tether in the form
of a thick ribbon (0.6 £ 10 mm). Despite its length, the tether would
weigh only around 200 kg. Because the bare portion of the tether
is to act as the electron collector, a downward deployment of the
tether is dictated by the physics of the eastward-moving platform.

The upper part of the tether will be insulated. There are two rea-
sons for this. First, there is the necessity for preventing electrical
contact from developing across the plasma between the upper por-
tion of the tether and the space station, which (when the system
is operating) are separated by an electrical potential difference of
around a kilovolt. Second, the insulation provides for greater thrust
at a given input power. This bene� t results because the largest tether-
to-plasmabias occurs at the upper end and decreasesdown the tether.
A completely bare tether would draw the maximum current through
the power supply, but the current would be strongly peaked at the
upper end of the tether. Keeping the input power constant, we can
substantially increase the average current in the tether, and hence the
thrust, by insulating the tether over much of its upper portion, col-
lecting current with the lower portion, and having a constant current
in the upper part.

Determining the optimal fraction to insulate is part of the design
effort for a bare-tether reboost system. The preliminary design has
the upper 50% of the tether insulated. Even greater thrust during
daytime operation could be obtained with a higher fraction, but the
nighttime adjustability would suffer. The system provides � exibility
in the sense that the thrust obtained depends almost linearly on the
input power, as seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Variation of thrust with input power for 50%-insulated, 10-km
bare-tether system at motional emf of 1200 V.
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Fig. 3 Variation of thrust, electron density, and motional emf around
two typical revolutions of space station orbit with a 50%-insulated,
10-km, 10-kW bare-tether system.

Fig. 4 Comparision of thrust generated around two typical revolutions
of space station orbit by a 50%-insulated, 10-km bare-tether system for
input powers of 5 and 10 kW.

The bare-tether design has largely cured the problem of day/
night thrust � uctuations. However, � uctuations in thrust due to
� uctuations in the induced emf as the system encounters a vary-
ing geomagnetic � eld around the orbit are a fact of life for any
tether-based system. Figures 3 and 4 show the thrust variations for a
the half-insulated, 10-km-long tether around two typical revolutions
of the ISS orbit with input power levels of 5 and 10 kW, superim-
posed on electron density and emf variations. The dependence of
thrust force on electron density is weak, as expected, and the thrust
curve basically tracks the variations in emf.

Given the level of the current the system may draw, the system
will almost certainly require its own cathodic plasmacontactor at the
station end. The contactors currently under development at NASA
John H. Glenn ResearchCenter at Lewis Field should be well suited
for this function. If thrusts over 0.5 N are desired, it is likely that
the system will also have to rely on the ISS’s plasma contactor as
well, or on a second dedicated contactor, inasmuch as currents over
the 10-A rating of the contactors could be required.

The value in an electrodynamic tether reboost system lies in its
ability to couple power generation with thrust. Heretofore the elec-
trical and propulsion systems have been effectively totally separate
entities. Out� tting ISS with an electrodynamic reboost tether severs
the most critical and constraining dependency on Earth, propellant
resupply. The station can supply its own power, but not its own
propellant. With the addition of the electrodynamic tether system,
a 1-year interval between visits to the station becomes conceivable.
Even if the current frequency of resupply � ights to the station is
maintained, with an electrodynamic tether the station program has
the option to trade kilowatts for increased payload capacity. Resup-
ply vehicles can deliver useful cargo such as payloads, replacement
parts, and crew supplies rather than propellant.

a) Annual propellant requirements by year

b) Cumulative propellant requirements by year

Fig. 5 Propellant required by space station with and without an ED
bare tether under two assumptions of thruster duty cycle.

Figures 5a and 5b show the propellant demand by the space sta-
tion computed on a yearly and cumulative basis with and without
a bare-tether system for reboost. Figures 5 are representative of a
10-kW system operated only 50% of the time (system duty cycle) in
case 1. The amount of propellant saved over 10 years of operations
under the conditions speci� ed earlier is 45 ton out of the 77 ton re-
quired. This is a very conservative estimate of the possible savings
in which we assume that the reboost system is not operated during
microgravity experiments. However, because of its very low-thrust
level, a bare-tether reboost system could be operated during micro-
gravity experiments. Under this assumption (case 2 in Fig. 5), the
system duty cycle could be varied between 54–80%, and the reboost
demand of the space station could be fully covered by the bare tether
over the � rst � ve years of operation and mostly covered during the
last � ve, for a total propellant savings of 62 ton. The maximum 80%
duty cycle would allow for the periodic visits of space vehicles to
the station during which the bare tether would be retracted.

Station users have been allocated a minimum of 180 days of mi-
crogravity per year. However, current planning essentially halts sci-
ence activity during reboost maneuvers. Low-thrust electrodynamic
tether reboost could be performed over long duration, as opposed to
short-duration, high-thrust propulsive maneuvers and, consequently,
allow microgravity experiments that are not interrupted by the re-
boost maneuvers.

As a rule of thumb, the bare-tether system that we are proposing
for the space station reboost would save about 1000 kg of propel-
lant per kilowatt expended per year if operated continually. Various
propulsive schemes can be considered for space station reboost, and
their costs can be compared to the electrodynamic tether option. The
yearly cost of operation can be broken down into contributions from
the propellant cost, the cost of electricity(if used), and the hardware
cost:

$cost/year =cp M p + 8760cE P + cH MH (4)
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Table 1 Thruster performance assumption

Thruster type Isp , s g

Chemical 330 ——
Ammonia arcjet 800 0.4
Xe, Hall 1,600 0.55
Xe, ion 2,600 0.7
ED tether 300,000a 0.6
aEquivalent speci� c impulse devised for propellant con-
sumption comparison.

where cp ($/kg) is the cost of propellant placed in orbit, M p (kg/year)
the massof propellant used per year, cE ($/kW ¢ h) is the cost of elec-
tricity on the space station and P (kW) is the mean power for re-
boosting (the factor 8760 converts years to hours). Finally, cH ($/kg)
is the cost of hardware (placed in orbit), and MH (kg/year) is the
hardware mass needed per year for reboosting. In terms of the de-
vice’s speci� c impulse Isp,

Mp = 3.15 £ 107(F / gIsp) (5)

where F is the propulsive force in newtons.
The Isp values assumedfor chemical,arcjet,Hall,and ion thrusters

are listed in Table 1. For the electrodynamic tether, the only mass
consumption occurs in the hollow cathode. Basing our estimate on
the gas usage of the 10-A-rated ProSEDS hollow cathode, we arrive
at an “equivalent speci� c impulse” of 300,000 s for the tethersystem.

The required power (kW) is zero for the chemical thruster. For
electric thrusters,

P = (1/1000)(FgIsp / 2 g ) (6)

where g is the thruster ef� ciency (Table 1). Similarly, for the tether,

P = (1/1000)(Fv/ g T ) (7)

where an orbital velocity v = 7.6 km/s has been used and g T is the
tether ef� ciency, also listed in Table 1.

The hardware mass is small for a chemical thruster and will be
neglected. For ion and Hall thrusters, the mass is dominated by that
of the power and fuel delivery systems.For a Hall thruster, the power
processing unit (PPU) has typically a mass of 6 kg/kW (Ref. 21),
or 100 kg/N, and the tankage and plumbing adds about 20% of the
propellant mass. Assuming tankage for 1 year and spreading the
cost over a 10-year life, this gives an extra 40 kg/year/N for a total
MH ¼ 140 F (N).

This estimate is also used for ion engines (heavier PPU, lighter
fuel system). For arcjets, with their much higher thrust/power, the
PPU mass per unit thrust is smaller, and we adopt as an estimate of
MH one-half that given earlier.

For the tether mass, a more detailed design study21 yields a mass
estimate of about 200 kg/N. If we assume a tether life of 1 year,
this is also 200 kg/year/N. The auxiliary tether system masses (reel,
PPU, etc.) are estimated to have a mass equal to that of the tether
itself, but to last for 5 years, giving an additional 40 kg/year/N.
Therefore, for the reboosting tether MH = 240F (N).

The unit cost fuel in orbit is taken as cp = $1.5 £ 104/kg and that
of hardware in orbit is assumed to be cH =$3 £ 104/kg. For the
cost of electricity, we assume a cost of $1 £ 106/installed kW in
orbit, and a system life of 10 years, giving cE =$11.4/kW ¢ h. The
results of using Eq. (4) with the assumptions just outlined are listed
in Table 2.

As Table 2 clearly indicates, electrodynamic (ED) tethers are by
far the most economically attractive option, followed at some dis-
tance by plasma electric thrusters. If the average space station drag
is 0.7 N, the ED tether system over a 10-year period is seen to save
a minimum of 10 £ 0.7 £ (24.7 ¡ 8.7) = $112 £ 106 (in compari-
son to an ion engine system). In comparison to a chemical thruster
system that is presently planned for the space station, the saving
approaches $1 £ 109 .

Table 2 Reboosting costs per year ($1 £ 106 /year/N)

Thruster type Propellant Power Hardware Total

Chemical 146.0 —— —— 146.0
Ammonia arcjet 60.2 1.0 2.2 63.4
Xe, Hall 30.1 1.4 4.4 35.9
Xe, ion 18.5 1.8 4.4 24.7
ED tether 0.2 1.3 7.2 8.7

Fig. 6 Average thrust generated by a 50%-insulated, 10-km, 10-kW
bare-tether thruster shown as a function of altitude and orbital inclina-
tion i.

Fig. 7 Rate of change in orbital inclination (for 1-kg mass) generated
by a (dual) 10-km, 10-kW bare-tether system shown as a function of
altitude and initial orbital inclination i0.

Reusable Upper Stage Propulsion
An electrodynamic upper stage could be used as an orbital tug

to move payloads in low Earth orbit (LEO) after launch from a
reusable or other launch vehicle. The tug would rendezvous with
the payload and launch vehicle, dock/grapple the payload, and ma-
neuver it to a new orbital altitude or inclination within LEO without
the use of boost propellant. The tug could then lower its orbit to
rendezvous with the next payload and repeat the process. Such a
system could conceivably perform several orbital maneuvering as-
signments without resupply, making it a low recurring cost space
asset. The performance of a 10-kW, 10-km tether system is shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 (Ref. 21). Figure 6 shows the thrust of a 10-kW
tether system vs altitude, whereas Fig. 7 shows the speci� c (for a
system with unit mass) inclination rate of change vs altitude. For a
system of mass m, the inclination change is obtained as the speci� c
rate divided by m.

Propulsive Small Expendable Deployer System
(ProSEDS) Flight Experiment

A � ight experiment to validate the performance of the bare
electrodynamic tether in space and demonstrate its capability to
perform thrust is planned by NASA for August 2000 (Ref. 22). The
propulsive small expendable deployer system (ProSEDS) experi-
ment will be placed into a roughly 400-km nearly circular orbit as a
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Fig. 8 ProSEDS experiment hardware on the Delta II upper stage (by
G. Hajos, courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center).

Fig. 9 Orbital decay
rate of Delta stage with
and without ProSEDS.

secondary payload from a Delta II launch vehicle. The � ight-proven
small expendable deployer system (SEDS)23 will be used to deploy
a 5-km predominantly bare aluminum wire attached to 10 km of
insulating Spectra® (an oriented polyethylene � ber made by Allied
Signal, Inc.) tether and 20-kg endmass for stabilization. The de-
ployer and endmass mounted on the Delta II upper stage are shown
in Fig. 8.

Once on orbit, the SEDS will reel out the tether and endmass
system to a total length of 15 km. Upward deployment will set the
system to operate in the generator mode, thus producing drag thrust
and producing electrical power. A hollow cathode plasma contac-
tor will maintain the platform to around 30 V of the local plasma
potential. The ED drag thrust provided by the tether is estimated
to be up to 0.5 N (Ref. 24). Assuming that the tether survives the
descent through the upper atmosphere, it should deorbit the Delta II
upper stage in less than 2 weeks vs the almost 6-month lifetime
for the Delta stage decaying from the same low-eccentricity orbit
with an initial altitude of about 400 km (Fig. 9). Approximately
120-W average electrical power will be extracted from the tether to
recharge mission batteries and to allow extended measurements of
the system’s performance until it reenters.

Onboard instruments will periodically measure plasma density
and temperatures, the open-circuit voltage (which is close to the
motional emf across the conductive tether), and the voltage of the
platform with respect to the plasma. The tether current reaching
the Delta, which is the primary measure of success from the stand-
point of future applications, will be measured frequently. Post� ight
analysis of the data will allow an evaluation of how closely the
current collection followed the OML model’s predictions and of the
scalabilityof the ProSEDS technology to other space-transportation
applications.

Conclusions
Tether technology has advanced signi� cantly since its inception

over 30 years ago. The recent successes of the SEDS system and of
the TSS-1R and PMG demonstrations of the soundness of ED tether
principles have shown that tethers are ready to move from exper-
iment and demonstration to application. One of the most promis-

ing applications for ED tethers is space propulsion and transporta-
tion. The use of ED tether propulsion for most applications such
as reusable upper stages, space station reboost, space vehicles de-
orbit, and planetary missions depends on the ability to collect mul-
tiamphere electron currents from the ionosphere with reasonably
sized systems. The use of bare-tether anodes promises to make this
goal achievable. The � rst test of the bare-tetherconcept will soon be
carried out during the ProSEDS mission, which should also clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of ED tether propulsion.
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